What Downtime
can cost Your Business
Did you know

A single FAILURE
EVENT can cause

• Lost transactions
• Days or Weeks of wasted labor hours
• Weakened client trust
• Complete loss of crucial data

What Disaster Recovery Does for You
Disaster recovery provides a second version of your
system you can fall back on no matter what goes
wrong. In the event that hardware failure, malware,
or any disaster takes out your primary system, you

can keep going on the second. Instead of rebuilding a
whole system to access various files in the cloud, you
can go back to work immediately.
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You’re down and losing money.
Here’s how much.
Fill in the blanks in the calculator below to figure out what
downtime costs your business. Once you see what the cost
can be, it’s easy to see why disaster recovery services aren’t
just nice to have, they’re a necessity.

25

Number of employees:
Average employee wage per hour:

$40

Average % of lost productivity:

15%

(percentage of workforce affected
by downtime)

Total labour cost
per hour:

Once you have that, you need the amount of revenue you
lose per hour. Fill out these values:

Gross annual revenue:

$3,800,000

Days per year open for business:

336

Hours per day open for business:

8

Total revenue
lost per hour:
Total hourly
downtime cost:

Next, think about how long a downtime event would
likely last.

Duration of downtime (hours):

Remember

5

Total cost of one
downtime event:

$150
$1,414
$1,564
$7,818

Some businesses never come back from downtime caused by small
and large disasters alike.

This isn’t merely backup.
This is disaster recovery.
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